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Abstract
and tools. This was proposed to assist in transforming planning domain development from a craft towards
Early work on the NONLIN and O-Plan projects inmore of an engineering activity.
dicated a need for a de ned methodology which would
The domain description language used by both the
guide users performing various roles in the acquisiNONLIN and O-Plan planners is the Task Formaltion and analysis of domain requirements for planning.
ism (TF) (Tate 1977; Tate, Drabble, & Dalton 1994a).
This work included links to a requirement analysis
methodology, CORE (COntrolled Requirements ExEarly prototyping e orts on a PERQ-based TF Workpression), tool support via an intelligent assistant as
station (Tate & Currie 1984; 1985) demonstrated toolpart of the Task Formalism (TF) Workstation and an
support for the domain modellers (an expert providing
initial collection of guidelines and checklists to aid in
the structure of the domain and specialists providing
using the TF domain description language. This pathe details) and planners (acting in any one of a range
per describes work underway to follow-on from this
past research and to infuse it with knowledge gained
of roles). This tool was designed to include an \intellifrom recent research related to planning domain degent assistant" which would interact with the user via a
velopment, knowledge modelling, design rationale and
structured dialogue which was tied to a speci c domain
ontological and requirements engineering.
development methodology. Research was conducted
into a requirements engineering methodology which
could be adapted for use in this way. The Controlled
Introduction
Requirements Expression (CORE) (Mullery 1979; CurThe activities involved in discovering, engineering,
wen 1991) was proposed for structuring these domain
documenting, and maintaining a set of domain conmanagement
activities. It is hoped that an adaptation
structs for most AI planning-based projects can be conof
this
method,
combined with experience in working
sidered ad hoc and disorganised, at best. The current
with
TF,
would
help
to drive the development of plansources for advice on the process of writing AI planning
ning
domains
in
a
more
reliable fashion.
domain descriptions have been summarised as
In this paper, we review past research e orts related
to a move towards an overall TF Method framework.
\... it is the most neglected aspect of planThis includes a sampling of the guidelines and checklist
ning, and there is not an established softwareincluded in the TF manual, advice on the use of TF
engineering methodology to guide this job". (Erol
condition types, work on prototype tool-support via
1995)
the TF workstation and past research on links to the
CORE methodology. These ideas form a base foundDomain capture and modelling has been an issue
ation upon which new e orts from the AI planning
in Edinburgh-based planning research as early as the
related domain modelling research community may be
work on the NONLIN (Tate 1977) planner. In fact, the
added.
original O-Plan overall architecture and system design,
which dates from 1983, outlined a need for a de ned
In section 2, we present these components of the
methodology which would guide users performing variinitial TF Method. Section 3 mainly reports on experous roles in the acquisition and analysis of domain reience gained using this work in the development of doquirements for planning (Currie & Tate 1991). This
main models for the construction industry. A sampling
planning life-cycle methodology was envisioned as enof some of the existing research on domain development
compassing a set of standardised activities and methtools and approaches from the AI planning community
ods which had well-de ned design criteria, techniques,
is provided in section 4. Finally, in section 5, we widen
y

the scope and discuss possible links to research in related elds.

Towards a TF Method

Guidelines for Writing TF

Initial work on pulling together the experience gained
in coding speci c domains in the Task Formalism domain description language resulted in a section on
\guidelines for writing TF" which is part of the TF
manual (Tate, Drabble, & Dalton 1994a). This section
provides advice on the use of various TF forms and
elements, which can be seen as a start towards a general framework for the development of a methodology
which would structure the domain design activities.
This advice is rooted in a project management
perspective which describes the need for preparatory
steps and uses role identi cation prior to engaging in
the development-oriented activities. The central controlling role was identi ed as the Domain Expert
who is in charge of managing the scope of the domain and introducing a \top level" description (e.g.
in a house building domain this person might be an
architect with overall responsibilities for a project).
For large domain engineering e orts, a partitioning
of the domain development responsibilities was recommended. These modular sections of the domain were
viewed as \detailed" aspects of the top level descriptions which were provided by the domain expert. Domain Specialists would then be assigned to particular domain partitions and would have responsibility
for providing speci cations of activities, objects (resources), events and e ects which were relevant to their
particular needs. The specialists may be subject matter experts (e.g. in a house building domain they might
represent a plumber, or electrician, etc.). More likely,
the domain expert and specialists may be knowledge
engineers who have performed the required knowledge
elicitation and acquisition activities from those with
knowledge of the domain.
The guidelines point toward necessary project management decisions such as the choice between one of
two \main approaches" toward modelling a domain:
hierarchical action expansion or goal achievement (conditions on world states). While these approaches can
be mixed in the speci cation of the domain, experience had shown that it is useful, if not important, to
specify what the main approach will be for a particular domain development process and to treat the other
approach as secondary to it.
Another important management decision considers
the selection of a method for structuring the domain
speci cations. A level-oriented approach to domain
modelling is proposed in this work whereby actions,

events, e ects, and resources are all separated into
a series of de ned and increasingly detailed levels.
This helps to avoid the commonly experienced problem
of \hierarchical promiscuity" (Wilkins 1988) or \level
promiscuity" which is characterised by the inconsistent
usage of various domain elements at varying areas in
the overall domain description.
This level-oriented approach is further detailed via
a checklist of activities which may suit either the action expansion approach or the goal achievement approach, depending on the ordering of the de ned activities. This checklist includes the following activities:
















Identify the main actions (and events) that will appear at the top of a task or plan.
Develop the detailed actions (and events) for lower
action levels.
Think about what world statements will be needed
(e ects) at which levels.
Consider the conditions for actions. Ensure they are
introduced at a level which is at or below the level
at which the related e ects are introduced.
Add type information to restrict usage of conditions.
Types are primarily used to di erentiate what a condition means. This will lead to di erences in which
condition satisfaction methods apply. Consult the
de nitions of TF condition types (see section 2.2).
Add resources at each level.
Consider time restrictions and related information.
There are also notes on speci c aspects/techniques
Functional expression of properties
Conditional actions
Conditional e ects
Variable typing
Modelling reusable, non-sharable resources (using
conditions and e ects)

TF Condition Types

The guidelines on the use of condition types described
in the TF manual were detailed in (Tate, Drabble, &
Dalton 1994b). While the advice found in this work is
oriented more towards the search e ects in the planning system, it has also provided a useful perspective
for domain modellers working with levels to constrain
the use of condition types. Experience has shown that
condition types, such as Supervised, Unsupervised,

and Only use if map to domain expertise. A veri cation step, which would take the speci c condition types
into account, would help to ensure that the modelling
levels are valid and that the modeller was not misusing
conditions or unsuitable e ects by specifying them at
the wrong level. This would assist the domain modeller
with a careful consideration of the reasons why e ects
were introduced and conditions placed at a particular
level. A consistent, veri ed model, extracted from this
step, would address a major part of the \hierarchical
promiscuity" problem.

CORE (COntrolled Requirements
Expression)

COntrolled Requirements Expression (CORE) was a
method developed by British Aerospace (Warton) and
systems designers in the late 70's (Mullery 1979). Over
time, the method has evolved and CORE now provides
techniques for requirements capture, analysis and speci cation (Curwen 1991). The method can be used to
partition problems into manageable modules which can
be assessed using CORE analytical techniques. This
ensures that the requirements for a speci cation are
complete and consistent. Some of the strengths of this
methodology include decomposability of requirements
and traceability mechanisms between di erent levels of
requirements.
The CORE speci cations are expressed in terms of
graphics, structured text and mathematically based
notations. These resultant requirements models start
from operational requirements which in uence functional requirements and, in turn, impact implementation requirements (with non-functional requirements
acting as functional and implementation constraints).
Viewpoints are used as logical partitionings of the
system under consideration. These are divided into
bounding viewpoints, which can be viewed from a
planning context as providers of unsupervised conditions and de ning viewpoints which are analogous
to activities which can achieve supervised conditions.
Viewpoint decompositions correspond to node expansions. The CORE notion of \scope" addresses choices
between elements which may be included in the domain, and breaks them down into \local scopes" which
designate responsibilities for domain specialists.
It is envisaged that an adaptation of the CORE
methods can be used to structure the activities of users
acting in particular roles throughout the life-cycle of
a domain. For example, a domain expert divides a
domain into a series of tasks to be completed by specialists. A domain specialist can list the assumptions
he/she will be making (e.g. walls have been built
and foundation laid). Specialists can retrieve previous

plans to modify. For each plan, a viewpoint decomposition process is applied to it. This includes some
checking based on CORE analysis techniques:





Does every node have at least one precursor?
For every node which has a precondition, is the precondition satis ed by the current network or by another node at the same level or higher?
Do precursor and successor assignments match?

CORE provides specialised techniques for inspecting
the evolving speci cation/domain. One example is the
\viewpoint to viewpoint role-playing" technique. Using this approach, a structured document is produced
which de nes a particular perspective within the domain (e.g. between a builder and a oor installation
procedure, or between a carpet layer and a oor installation procedure, etc.) Techniques such as this one
aid in combining the viewpoints by showing where conicting requirements are present. CORE has been used
previously as the controlling methodology for an expert system-based requirements analysis tool (Stephens & Whitehead 1984)1. This tool utilised knowledge
of CORE via stored relations, entities, rules, and could
answer questions related to a requirement speci cation
such as: how, why, and why not.
Future work will seek to adapt the CORE methodology and to provide tool-based support for it in the
structuring of planning domain development activities.

TF Workstation

The original O-Plan design described the development
of an intelligent, graphical user interface between an
AI planning system and its users. This tool was called
the TF workstation (Tate & Currie 1984)2. The users
of the TF workstation were separated into: those who
describe the application domain; and those who require
plans to operate within the domain.
During domain building, the workstation assisted in
building up the details of the alternative actions possible in the domain, the resource or time constraints
on the actions, and the ways in which actions can be
combined, etc. In this role, it could communicate with
a domain expert and possibly several domain specialists to elicit their knowledge about the applications
domain.
The TF workstation also acted as the interface
between a human planner and the AI planner. In
1
Joint work with the O-Plan team in the mid 1980s
explored the use of O-Plan as a planning assistant within
the Analyst Workbench
2
An example screen shot from the TF workstation is
shown in appendix A

this role, which can be thought of as a coordination
activity, the workstation sought details of the task for
which a plan is required. It checked that sucient domain knowledge was available to enable a solution to
be found (if necessary, the system pointed omissions
out to the human planner, domain expert, or domain
specialist) and acted as an intermediary to enable the
human and AI planners to jointly generate a valid plan.
A hook for an expert system-style agent interface was provided to perform various services such
as searching for close matches for terminological differences or incomplete information, etc. Preliminary
work on the use of the CORE methodology within
the TF workstation was performed (Wilson 1984).
Unfortunately, this research was set aside once the
initial prototype was completed. Research is currently underway to extend the original TF workstation/methodology ideas as part of the Common Process Editor (CPE) which is a component in a framework for applying AI planning to manufacturing, military and business process management3.

TF Compiler

The O-Plan TF compiler converts the Task Formalism
language (coming from a le or from a domain editing
tool) into the internal domain information used by the
O-Plan planner. The compiler can be run incrementally and will add to or modify the existing domain
information available to the planner. It is anticipated
that facilities to change speci c aspects of forms previously submitted will be provided, along with the current facility of simply replacing old forms or adding
new ones. There is an interaction between the facilities provided by the compiler and the possible activities
performed in a domain life-cycle methodology. Future
work on a richer interface to the TF compiler will facilitate steps in domain knowledge management which
may overlap with planning, replanning, execution, etc.

TF Method Experience

Domain Description Development for the
Construction Industry

The initial TF Method components were used during a
research project at The University of Brighton to guide
the development of a TF encoding of planning knowledge elicited from the construction industry (Jarvis
& Winstanley 1998; Jarvis 1997; Jarvis & Winstanley 1996a; 1996b). This section outlines this work to
relate industrial experiences of the TF Method from
individuals who were at the time independent of the
O-Plan design team.
An example screen shot from the Common Process Editor (CPE) is shown in appendix A
3

Planning the Development of a Domain
Description

The rst stage of the TF Method calls for a planned
approach to the development of a domain description.
It advises the identi cation of an overall domain expert to scope and structure the domain and a number
of domain specialists to \ ll-in" the structure with detailed knowledge. This approach worked well in the
construction industry. The senior director used in the
role of domain expert provided an overview of the planning process. Managers further down the organisation
used in the role of domain specialist provided detailed
knowledge about the areas in which they work and
their interactions with other specialists.
The di erent views of the domain expert and domain specialists complemented one another. The expert understood the overall process and the relationships between each stage but not the detail of how each
stage was performed. The specialists understood the
detail of their area but not the complete context in
which they worked. Reconciling these two views added a bene cial cross check to the modelling process.
Mismatches were traced to one of two causes. Either
the knowledge engineer had misunderstood a specialist's or expert's comments or an organisational problem had been encountered. In the former case, the
mismatch provided a useful tool for prompting both
specialist and expert to clarify their comments. In the
latter case, the mismatch motivated the specialist and
the expert to meet and clarify their perceptions of the
actual planning process they engaged in.

Selecting between Action Expansion and
Goal Achievement

The second stage of the TF Method recommends a
conscious commitment to either action expansion or
goal achievement as the primary modelling approach
to a domain. Experimental modelling with both approaches was used to inform this decision. This experimentation categorised planning knowledge in the
construction industry as being structured around the
components of a building and the trades or specialists used to construct related groups of these components. A plumber, for example, is responsible for
the installation of a building's bathroom ttings and
a sca older is responsible for erecting the sca olding
that supports bricklayers in the task of constructing
walls. This structure was readily mapped to the hierarchy of schemata inherent in the action expansion approach. Considering the earlier example, the overall
task of installing a building's services was encapsulated
within a single schema. This schema then re ned to
two schemas at a lower modelling level with the rst

Figure 1: Construction Domain Model Partitioned into Modelling Levels
describing the work of the plumbing specialist and the
second the electrician specialist.
This experience with the Task Formalism provides
evidence to support Drummond's thesis (Drummond
1994) that industrial planning problems are more readily addressed by action expansion than by goal achievement techniques.

Developing the TF Schemata

The third stage of the TF Method suggests that each
schema expansion level should hold some meaning
within the domain under consideration. Figure 1 shows
a section of the building subcomponent hierarchy developed from the meetings with domain experts. In the
gure, a building is shown as being decomposed into a
number of subcomponents (Plant Equipment through
to a Roof). These components are decomposed further until the level of detail required for producing a
construction plan is reached. This structure allows experts to reason at di erent levels of abstraction. The
assignment of the construction of the roof component
to a contractor would, for example, assume that the
contractor would then be responsible for the construction of all the roof's subcomponents (Roof Steelwork,
Roof Decking and Roof Covering).
Part of the TF encoding of the components in gure
1 is shown in gure 2. Figure 1 is partitioned through
the dashed horizontal lines into the modelling levels:
project components, aggregate components, and primitive components. These modelling levels were used to
guide the encoding process. Considering the schemata
in gure 2, the building component at the project modelling level in gure 1 is encoded as the initial task
plan buildings construction. The transition from the
project modelling level to the aggregate modelling level
via the subcomponent relationship is achieved in the
TF encoding through the schema re nement mechanism. The schema build building re nes the initial task
(plan buildings construction) and it introduces a node

for each subcomponent of the building that resides
within the aggregate modelling level. The transition
from the aggregate modelling level to the primitive
modelling level is also achieved through schema renement as demonstrated by the schema erect roof.
The schema, which will be used to re ne node 2 in
the build building schema, contains an action for each
subcomponent of the Roof component.
The encoding shown in gure 2 preserves both the
subcomponent structure and the modelling levels elicited from the domain. Figure 3 shows part of the
subcomponent structure from gure 1 augmented with
the scope of the schemata that describe that structure in the TF encoding. The dashed lines represent
modelling levels and the dotted lines the scope of each
schema.

Figure 2: Schemas build building and erect roof

As advised by the TF Method, the e ects produced
by actions were considered before the conditions required by actions. Each component was considered
to determine the e ect(s) that would result from its
construction. The components at the higher modelling levels produce e ects that describe the overall result of constructing their subcomponents. Constructing The Foundations component, for example, adds
the e ect fState Of Foundationsg = laid. The components at the lower modelling levels produce e ects
that describe their own construction. Constructing the

Roof Steelwork component, for example, adds the effect fState Of Roof Steelworkg = erected. Figure 3
positions each e ect within the same modelling level as
the component which will produce it. Figure 4 shows
how the schemata developed in gure 2 were modi ed
to include these e ects. The newly added TF elements
in gure 4 are highlighted in bold.
Figure 3 contains both the e ect levelling and
schema scope information that is required to follow
the guidelines on encoding action conditions described
in (Tate, Drabble, & Dalton 1994b). Consider the roof
decking component in gure 3. This component requires the roof steelwork to be in place before its own
construction is started as the roof steelwork supports
it. The scope and levelling information in gure 3 informs us that both the roof steelwork and the roof covering are introduced by the same schema. An ordering
constraint and a supervised condition may therefore be
placed between the actions to describe this. This encoding is shown in gure 4 within the erect roof schema
as the ordering constraint \1 ! 2" and the condition
\supervised fState of Roof Steelworkg = installed at 2
from [1]". The levelling information shown in gure 3
informs us that the actions are at the same modelling
level. This situation conforms to the guideline that a
supervised condition must be placed at the same or at
a lower modelling level than the e ect that satis es it.
Consider the arrow between the roof steelwork and
pile components within gure 3. The arrow is depicting the knowledge that the roof steelwork is supported
by the pile. Figure 3 shows that these components
are described in di erent schemas. Hence, an unsupervised condition must be used to describe the relationship. This knowledge is encoded within the schema
erect roof as the condition \unsupervised fState Of
Pileg = laid at [1]".

Figure 4: Schemas build building and erect roof
augmented with action conditions and e ects

Conclusions Drawn from this Experience

The TF Method provided a principled set of guidelines
that aided the development of a TF representation of
an aspect of the construction industry. The division of
domain experts into the roles of expert and specialist
mapped to the di erent views on planning knowledge
that were held by people working in the domain. Reconciling these views provided a useful cross check that
encouraged the knowledge engineer to clarify knowledge as it was elicited and domain experts to meet to
clarify their own understandings of their domain.
The method made clear the importance of mapping
schema expansions to modelling levels within the domain and it provided guidelines for ensuring the appropriate positioning of action conditions and e ects
within those levels. These guidelines assisted the development of a principled model of the domain.

Figure 3: Schema Scope, E ects and Condition Types

The weakness of the method is the absence of tool
support. The knowledge engineer must use pencil and
paper to construct and maintain the gures shown in
this section. Tools can be provided to automatically
show the scope of schemas, highlight the levels of effects relative to a particular condition, and warn the
knowledge engineer when the guidelines for relating
condition types to modelling levels are violated.



Common Process Editor

Recent research on a Common Process Framework
(CPF) is seeking to facilitate process management in a
business and manufacturing application using AI planning representations. This framework includes tool
support via a Common Process Editor (CPE) which
acts as both the process visualisation and domain management tool for users. An example screen shot from
the Common Process Editor (CPE) is shown in appendix A. Connection to an intelligent planning agent
(e.g. O-Plan) allows for system-supported generation
of business and manufacturing processes. A Common
Process Assistant (CPA), which is also accessed as an
agent, is used to perform analyses of the processes.
The language used to communicate between the
CPE and the planning agent is currently the Task
Formalism. This has provided us with insights into
the use of TF as part of an integrated process management system. A de ned TF Method may be adapted
for use in structuring of activities related to the design,
modelling, and maintenance of these processes. This
tool-based assistance will help address the missing support mentioned in section 3.5.

Related Domain Research

A number of recent e orts in the AI planning research
community have produced a variety of representations,
approaches, tools, and architectures for working with
AI planning domains. These range from machine learning approaches to user-based knowledge acquisition
tools. This section samples some of the scope of ideas
which may be utilised to provide a more e ective methodology. We brie y present each approach in terms of
its contribution and then discuss some of the possible
issues.

An Object-centred Speci cation Approach
(McCluskey & Porteous 1997)





Contributions: Formal representation of Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning that gives a clear
understanding of what the di erent constructs and
condition types mean. This gives the knowledge engineer a formal underpinning which they may consult to clarify precisely the operation of di erent fa-

Contributions: The authors seek to provide support for constructing planning domain descriptions
by adapting methodological steps and notations of
the object-oriented community. This approach utilises the notion of \lifting" domain representation
from the level of the literal to the level of the object. Once a domain has been described in terms
of a state transition graph, the author's algorithms
compile the diagram into a STRIPS (Fikes & Nilsson
1971) style action representation.
Issues: This work assumes that a domain can be
described as a state transition graph (STG). The
technique cannot currently generate HTN representations. This might be possible if it is extended to
include techniques which use hierarchies of STGs.
However, there does not appear to be a mechanism
for inferring condition types.

Domain Analysis Techniques and Tools
(Chien 1996)





A Formalisation of HTN Planning (Erol
1995)


cets of an HTN planner and how the constructs supported by HTN representational devices a ect this
operation. This work also presents a list of steps to
follow when encoding a domain description.
Issues: The work is only accessible to AI planning
specialists and cannot be readily understood by domain experts. It does, however, provide a foundation for understanding HTN planning that planning
specialists can use to guide them in the writing of
user oriented methods like the guidelines in the TF
manual.

Contributions: Chien provides two types of tools for
planning knowledge base development: static KB
analysis techniques to detect certain classes of syntactic errors and completion analysis techniques to
iteratively debug the planning knowledge base. This
tool set supports typical user questions when investigating these types of error.
Issues: The tool set can only be used after a signicant proportion of a domain description has been
elicited. It doesn't directly address how this initial
description is to be constructed. Some AI planners
may already perform such forms of domain checking
during domain compilation.

Automatically Learning Operators (Wang
1996)



Contribution: Takes a set of example plans described
in terms of the actions in each plan and the state of

the world before and after each action. The system
examines these examples and generates the preconditions and e ects of operator descriptions.
 Issues : The technique assumes that the user can
provide example plans described in terms of the state
of the world before and after each action. It provides
no assistance for the construction of these example
plans. Again, the technique is only applicable to
STRIPS style planning not HTN.
A number of other contributions from the AI planning community may be useful sources for the development of the TF Method as well. These works include
architectures, such as the EXPECT knowledge acquisition architecture (Swartout & Gil 1996) which dynamically forms expectations about the knowledge that
needs to be acquired by the system and then uses these
expectations to interactively guide the user through
the knowledge acquisition process. There are are also
specialised techniques, for example, knowledge acquisition on the y (i.e. during planning) (desJardins 1996)
and tools for editing operators and domain knowledge
(e.g. Act editor (Myers & Wilkins 1997), Operator
editor (desJardins 1996), etc.).

Integrating with Other Research Areas

An increasing number of requirements are being placed
on both domain representations and the processes in
which these artifacts are created, maintained etc. as
we forge ahead toward future implementations of articial intelligence planning systems. Domain development methods require solid modelling techniques and
well-de ned, accepted concepts and terminology. Aspects of the domain may be linked to a speci c set of
possibly dynamic requirements. Modi cations to the
domain throughout its life-cycle may require contextual knowledge which expresses the rationale for particular domain design decisions.
Some of these issues facing applied planning e orts
are being addressed by related research areas. These
areas may provide sources of techniques, methods and
guidelines which can be combined with AI domain development approaches to provide a more robust methodology. We brie y outline four possible research
areas: knowledge modelling, ontology engineering, requirements engineering, and design rationale.

Knowledge Modelling

Several approaches have been developed to tackle AI
planning problems (Allen, Hendler, & Tate 1990).
While the result is a rich corpus of techniques and
methods, it is proving to be a very dicult task to compare and contrast each approach. Some researchers believe the best way is to chart these results with detailed

algorithmic treatment (Kambhampati, Knoblock, & Q.
1995). Barros, Valente, and Benjamins present a differing perspective whereby the focus is on an abstract
analysis which highlights the capabilities of the system
and the way it represents and uses knowledge (Barros,
Valente, & Benjamins 1996).
This knowledge modelling research utilises the CommonKADS (Wielinga et al. 1992; Breuker & van de
Velde 1994) methodology which outlines a set of detailed models to be created for an analysis. The AI
planning community has gained a more informed perspective on the ways knowledge is used in various
planning systems via the application of these methods (Jarvis 1997; Barros, Valente, & Benjamins 1996;
Kingston, Shadbolt, & Tate 1996; Cottam et al. 1995;
Valente 1995). A hybrid domain life-cycle methodology that integrates these model-building techniques
along with the current methods and guidelines from
AI planning domain development could aid in lifting
the domain engineers level of interaction with the domain and improve the overall construction process.

Ontology Engineering

Planning domain ontologies are speci cations of the
concepts, terms, relations, etc. that form the basic language used to describe a domain (Valente 1995). These
speci cations or de nitions, expressed either informally or formally (Uschold & Gruninger 1996), help to
clarify the semantics of the planning domain concepts.
Domain ontologies, along with domain-independent
ontologies (cf. (Tate 1996c; 1996b)), characterise elements in the planning world model separately from any
particular system that is reasoned about (generative
planning system, plan evaluation system, etc.). Shared
domain ontologies (i.e. two or more systems/groups
agree to de ned terminology) assist in breaking down
some of the arbitrary di erences at the knowledge level
and facilitate knowledge sharing (Neches et al. 1991).
A methodology which seeks to address the construction of plan domain models in an environment where
knowledge sharing is required must somehow be connected or combined with a methodology for building a
shared domain ontology. Recent ontological engineering research has begun to address the design and development of such methodologies (Fernandez, GomezPerez, & Juristo 1997; Gomez-Perez, Fernandez, &
Vicente 1996; Mizoguchi, Vanwelkenhuysen, & Ikeda
1995). For example, Gomez-Perez et. al. propose the
following set of phases (Gomez-Perez, Fernandez, &
Vicente 1996)


Acquire Knowledge



Build a requirements speci cation document






Conceptualise the ontology
Implement the ontology
Evaluation during each phase
Documentation after each phase

Some researchers propose general guidelines or techniques, such as a \middle-out" approach (Uschold &
Gruninger 1996) in which a glossary of terms is used
to de ne an initial set of primitive concepts which, in
turn, are used to de ne new ones. Other researchers
propose more domain-speci c approaches such as the
ontology building process utilised for disturbance diagnosis and service recovery planning in electrical networks (Bernaras, Laresgoiti, & Corera 1996). Techniques developed in these projects may be candidates
for integration into a planning domain development
tool-box.

Requirements Engineering

Signi cant work in requirements engineering has been
made since the early O-Plan research into adopting the
CORE methodology for use in planning domain development. This includes work on viewpoint management
and stake-holder analysis (Easterbrook & Nuseibeh
1996; Kotonya & Somerville 1996; Finkelstein et al.
1994), as well as work on various methodologies, techniques, and guidelines (Sommerville & Sawyer 1997;
van Lamsweerde & Letier 1998) for eliciting, recording, and managing requirements.
Connecting domain aspects to their underlying requirements may assist in managing domain modi cations which are the result of changing needs of an
organisation. Clearly de ned roles and responsibilities
at the requirement level will help to organise the activities at the domain level. This will help to address one
of the major impediments which has prevented the adoption of AI planning tools and techniques in applied
settings: a lack of organisational context.

Design Rationale

A design rationale is a representation of the reasoning
behind the design of a system (Shum 1991). It is essentially the explicit recording of the issues, alternatives
and justi cations that were relevant to elements in the
design of an artifact. Examples of design rationale implementations include: QOC (MacLean et al. 1991),
DRL (Lee 1990), gIBIS (Conklin & Begeman 1988).
Large plan domains utilised within organisations can
be viewed as complexly designed artifacts. These artifacts are managed, reviewed, and maintained just as
information systems are. A methodology which encompasses the development of such artifacts may need

to support the recording and replay of the rationale
for the decisions taken during its design. In a recent
review of planning rationale, we described a method
for incorporating design rationale in planning (Polyak
& Tate 1998). We believe that the bene ts of a design
rationale approach (Moran & Carroll 1996), will aid in
the reasoning, analysis and communication of planning
domain knowledge.

Summary

This paper has presented perspectives on an initial
framework which will assist in the process of modelling and analysing planning domains. These perspectives are based on past and present research e orts in:
the TF guidelines; TF workstation; and integrating
with a requirements engineering methodology, experience acquired in working with TF domains and insights
gained through the other e orts of planning, knowledge modelling, ontology and requirements engineering, and design rationale research groups. We believe
that a synthesis of the techniques and methods found
in these works will be essential for improving the quality of AI planning domain management throughout its
organisational life-cycle.
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Sample Graphical User Interface Screens

These two screen shots are examples from the TF workstation (top, 1984) and the Common Process Editor (CPE)
(bottom, 1998) which provide tool-supported assistance for plan/process management.

